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On the Day of Pentecost we are virtually forced to consider the subject of the Spirit of God.  

However, we must remember that our goal is not to explain the Holy Spirit.  The very nature of 

the Spirit defies our attempts to explain or control.  This amazing story from Acts makes clear 

that the gift of the Spirit shatters all reasonable expectations.  The story of Pentecost describes 

the sudden, unmerited, irresistible gift of new life.  It is as if all of the stops on the great literary 

organ are pulled out: a heavenly sound like the rushing of wind, descending fire, and patterns of 

transformed speech.  Not even the most lavish and ecstatic human language is capable of 

capturing the experiences of that day.   

 

It is not accidental that the birth of the church occurs on the Jewish festival of the Feast of 

Weeks.  The Jewish festival was celebrated fifty days after Passover (Pentecost comes from the 

Greek word for fifty) and was a celebration of the spring harvest.  This festival was also known 

as the Feast of Unleavened Bread and the Feast of Harvest.  It was also, for some, a time of 

covenant renewal; a time for celebrating the giving of the law on Sinai, which also marked a new 

beginning for Israel. The great harvest of souls for the new born church coincides with the 

Jewish festival celebrating the grain harvest.  We can be more explicit and say that Pentecost 

celebrates the moment when the pregnancy ends and birth occurs.   

 

Pentecost is both an end and a beginning; the leaving behind of that which is past and the 

launching forth into that which is only now beginning.  Pentecost does not mark a time of 

completion.  It indicates a moving forward into a new dimension of being.  We have seen the 

basic form but the fulfillment is yet to be realized.   

 

In today’s reading we witness the result of the disciples’ patient waiting for the Spirit. This 

outpouring of the Spirit is the first of many such events in the life of the new messianic 

community.  Just as Jesus had been the bearer of the Spirit, so now his successors the apostles, 

teachers and evangelists bear witness through the Spirit, as the prophets had promised.  We can 

recall the promise of the Holy Spirit in the Gospels and in the very early words of Acts (1.8).  In 

today’s reading the promise is realized in a manner far surpassing the expectations of even the 

most faithful disciples.  The disciples have been instructed by the risen Lord to wait in Jerusalem 

for the power from on high (Luke 24.47).  In the meantime, the disciples have been receiving 

instructions from the risen Lord concerning the kingdom of God (Acts 1.2). The apostolic circle 

has been reconstituted with the appointment of Matthias as the replacement for Judas.   

 

No one present on the first Pentecost was excluded.  Unlike other important moments in the 

history of God’s mighty acts of salvation; the Transfiguration (Mark 9.2-13), for example, where 

only the inner few are witnesses everyone is included at Pentecost.  The tongues of fire rest upon 

all of the disciples and the entire crowd responds because each one hears the disciples speaking 

in her or his native tongue.  Just in case some reader might miss the inclusiveness, the list of 

place names traces a wide sweep through the world of the Greco-Roman Diaspora.   It is clearly 



stated that what happened at Pentecost is no inner mystical experience.  It is an outpouring of 

God’s Spirit that touched every life present.   

 

But, not everyone present responded to the winds and fires of new life in a positive manner.  

Some mocked and confused the Spirit-induced joy with drunkenness.  It is the similar response 

we still see when people conclude, his cannot be what it seems to be.   

 

Peter begins his sermon where the lectionary reading ends, with a quotation from the prophet 

Joel (2.28-32).  The nature of Pentecost is captured in the clever twist of interpretation of this 

text.  Peter takes a text that has been understood as a forecast of destruction and death to become 

a declaration of new life.  For Joel the signs of the outpouring of the Holy Spirit are a prelude to 

disaster, but for Peter these wonders have been fulfilled in Jesus Christ, who is the greatest of 

God’s wonders.   

 

Luke, ever attentive to details, provides the time and place for the beginning of the church.  The 

location of Jerusalem is particularly significant. Jerusalem is more than a geographic location; it 

is the place where the continuation of God’s story had begun (Luke 1) and to which Jesus was 

inexorably drawn.  Jerusalem is the place from where the message of repentance and forgiveness 

of sins would be proclaimed again (Luke 24.47).  It is more than the city of Jerusalem.  It is Zion, 

the city of God. To which all nations will stream when God eventually reestablishes the universal 

kingdom.  It is really not surprising to hear the roster of the nations recited at this inaugural 

event.   
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